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Education Act 1996
1996 CHAPTER 56

PART II

SCHOOLS MAINTAINED BY LOCAL EDUCATION AUTHORITIES

CHAPTER VI

CONDUCT AND STAFFING OF COUNTY, VOLUNTARY AND MAINTAINED SPECIAL SCHOOLS

Reports, meetings and information

164 Governors' reports and annual parents' meetings for grouped schools

(1) This section applies where two or more schools are grouped under section 89.

(2) In discharging their duty (by virtue of section 161) to prepare governors' reports, the
governing body for the group shall prepare separate reports in relation to each of the
schools within the group, except that if they decide to hold a joint annual parents'
meeting under subsection (4) they may prepare a single report covering all the schools
within the group.

(3) If the governing body prepare a single report covering all the schools within the group,
they shall secure that any matters which they propose to report on and which are likely
to be mainly of interest to the parents of registered pupils at a particular school within
the group are treated separately in the report.

(4) In discharging their duty (by virtue of section 162) to hold an annual parents' meeting
for any grouped school, the governing body may, if they think fit, hold a joint annual
parents' meeting for all of the schools within the group.

(5) Where—
(a) a joint annual parents' meeting is held, and
(b) the governing body have prepared a separate governors' report in relation to

each of the schools within the group,
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the governing body shall, when discharging the duty imposed on them by virtue of
section 161(4), attach to the report prepared in relation to a particular school within
the group copies of the reports prepared for each of the other schools within it.

(6) Where at a joint annual parents' meeting the question is put on any proposed resolution
which concerns one or more, but not all, of the schools within the group—

(a) only parents of registered pupils at the school or schools which the proposed
resolution concerns may vote on the question; and

(b) the registered pupils at the other schools shall be disregarded for the purposes
of any provision made by virtue of paragraph 2 of Schedule 18 (resolution may
be passed by simple majority where required number of parents of registered
pupils present) as it applies in relation to the proposed resolution.

(7) Where at a joint annual parents' meeting there is any disagreement as to which schools
within the group a proposed resolution concerns, the matter shall be decided by the
chairman of the governing body.


